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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
6 

BERNARD FENSTERWALD, JR. 

Plaintiff 

Ve ‘ ©“ @ivil Action No. a 
. 76-0432 

“ DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, John E. Howard, being duly eveza, depose as 

follows: . 

(1) I ama Special Agent of the Federal Bureau | 

of Taventiontien (FBI), assigned in a supervisory capacity 

to the Freedom of Information - Privacy Acts (FOIPA) Section 

of the Records Management Division at FBI Headquarters 

_ (FBIHQ) , Washington, D. C: | 

(2) “nae to the nature “of my official duties, I 

‘am familiar with the procedures the FBI follows in peecesaing 

requests for records in FBI files received pursuant to 

Title 5, United States Code, Section 552, more commonly 

known as the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), and T am 

personally familiar with these procedures as they apply to 

our response to plaintiff's FOIA request. The information 

furnished herein is based on my personal knowledge, obtained 

in my official capacity. . 

(3) For the information of the Court and for purposes 

of clarification, there is listed below all correspondence between 

plaintiff and defendant in possession of the PBI concerning 

plaintiff's FOIA request, with each item briefly described: ~ 

(a) By Lecter to the Deputy Attouncy General 

dated August 21, 1975, plaintif£ requested, under the FOIA, 

several categories of records, consisting primarily of 

 



  

photographic manerd sy regarding Lee Harvey Oswald. Attached 

to plaintiff's request were copies of letters he had received 

from a third party, pleadings plaintiff had filed in an FOIA- 

related civil action four years ago, and pages from a book on 

the CIA written by Philip Agee. Copies of plaintiff's 

August 21st letter, with attachments, are attached hereto as 

Exhibits Al through A6 and incorporated herein by reference. 

(b) By letter to the Deputy Attorney General 

dated September 17, 1975, plaintiff advised that, since no . 

reply had been received to his August 21st letter, he was 

appealing the "denial" of the records sought. A copy of 

this letter is attached hereto aa Exhibit B and incorporated 

herein by reference. . . 

(c) By letter to plaintiff dated September 19, 

1975, Clarence M. Kelley, Director of the FBI, acknowledged 

receipt of plaintiff's request, and advised that since it 

would necessitate a review of voluminous documents, there 

would be a delay in furnishing the information to plaintif£. 

. Plaintiff was further advised that the FBI was in receipt of 

an unanticipated number of FOIA requests and was experiencing 

a considerable backlog, despite having increased the number of 

personnel assigned to FOIA matters. He was assured that his 

request would be hantied as promptly as possible. A copy of 

this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated 

herein by reference. 

(d) By letter to plaintiff dated November 17, 

1975, Richard M. Rogers, Deputy Chief of the Department of 

Justice Freedom of Information and Privacy Unit, acknowledged 

receipt of plaintiff's appeal, and advised plaintiff that, 

“Although the Act authorizes you to treat the - 

failure of the Bureau to grant your request az constituting 

a denial thereof, . . . (o)ur function is limited.to the 

 



  

review of those records to which access is in fact 

“denied. .. . This Office will, however, monitor 

the processing of your request by the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation. In addition, if the final response 

to you by the Bureau is other than a substantial grant 

of your request, we will then process your letter as an 

‘appeal on the merits. 

_ You may, if you dhesse, treat this letter asa 

“denial of yous appeal and bring an action in an approoriate 

Federal court. In making a decision in this sagan, we hope 

that you will give sympathetic consideration to the fact 

that the F.B.I. has thousands of requests pending at this 

time and is making every possible, reasonable sifoee to 

process them." 

A copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit D ana 

incorporated herein by reference. | 

. (4) In further explanation of the FBI's response 

to plaintiff's FOIA request, the Court's attention is respect- 

fully directed to the following facts detailing the impact. the 

FOIA, and in parblediar the 1974 amendments thereto, | have 

Bad on the FB. 

(Sy In 1973, we received an average of approximately 

one FOIA request per day, which, amount we were able to process 

without undue burden. In 1974, we averaged over 37 requests 

per month. THe amendments went into effect in February of 1975, 

the Privacy Act went into effect in September of 1975, and in 

that year we received 13,875 requests pursuant to these two 

acts, an increase of more than three thousand percent 
  

over the preyious year. During August of 1975 alone, the 

month in which plaintiff submitted his request, we received 

2,095 requests. , 

(6 We have recognized and taken substantial action 

in terms of glineation of manpower and other measures to meet 

the tremendous sends aigaelve BnEaSAS tages upon us as a
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result of the numerous requests for information from our files 

received under the FOIA and Privacy Act. A special Unit, solely 

designated to handle FOIA requests, became operational in 

October of 1973, at which time it consisted of 8 employees, 

including 3 law-trained Special Agents. This complement was 

doubled during 1974 to keep pace with the increased volume of 

requests. During 1975, further periodic increases in the 

personnel.complement assigned solely to the processing of FOIA 

and/or Privacy Act requests were made, by reassigning personnel . 

from other substantive duties, resulting in serious backlogs 

‘in some areas of operation. By the end of 1975, 161 employees 

at FBIHQ were engaged solely in the peocossing of such requests, 

including 23 law-trained Special Agents. This did not include 

“numerous employees from other Divisions at FBIHQ who are 

required to devote a substantial portion of their time, to 

the detriment of their other duties, to assist in this effort. 

Through additional increases this year, we now have approximately 

175 employees, including 25 law-trained Special Agents, assigned 

full-time at FBIHQ to the processing of requests received pursuant 

_ to the FOIA and Privacy Acts. The expense incurred by the FBI in 

terms of both money and manpower has been enormous, and I bali ewe 

our overall investigative responsibilities imposed by statute 

may suffer as a result. 

(7) Despite what we feel to be more than diiigent: 

efforts to comply with all requests, including plaintiff's, 

on an equitable basis, there have been unavoidable delays 

arising from the sheer volume of requests received and as 

a result of court orders requiring reassignment of substantial 

‘numbers of our personnel to, process certain cases on a deadline 

basis. Selected examples of these orders are listed below. 

(a) In Meeropol, et al. v. Levi, et al. (United. 

States District Court for the District.of Columbia. Civis. Aokion 

No. 75-1121), the court issued_an order on August 27, 1975, 
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which required us to review, index and inventory, by October 21, 

1975, some 363 volumes (each of which averages 150-200 pages) 

of files, and by the same date locate, review, index and . 

inventory over 9,000 references, all of which represented material 

in our possession considered relevant to the Rosenberg . 

espionage case. Additionally, all of olin above material not 

exempt pursuant to the FOIA had to be made available to 

plaintiffs in that case by November 17, 1975, accompanied by 

a detailed justification. for those portions of the above-described 

material which were withheld pursuant to the FOIA. This single 

court order forced us to assign approximately one half of all 

our FOIPA personnel to the processing of the subject matter of 

one FOIA request, while the remainder of the complement attempted 

to process the thousands upon thousands of other FOIA requests 

which continued unabated. 

- (b) In Weinstein v. Levi, et al. (United States 
  

District Court for the District of Columbia, Civil.Action No. 

2278-72), the court issued an order on October 20, 1975, which 

required us to furnish plaintiff an itemized inventory, by 

December 1, 1975, of all documents he had requested under the 

FOIA (essentially, all pertinent material in our possession 

concerning the Rosenberg case, supra, plus an additional 152 

volumes of files pertaining to the Alger Hiss perjury ase) 

not previously furnished him, setting forth detailed refusal 

justification with respect to any documents which we withheld 

pursuant to the FOIA. Additionally, the order required us to 

make available to plaintiff, by December 15, 1975, all of the 

above-described material which was not —* from vehease 

pursuant to the FOIA. An additional 32 volumes of files had 

to be reviewed in order to locate information plaintiff had 

requested. Although the court issued an order on November 25, 

1975, extending the above-described deadlines until Samnaey 31, 

1976, as weil as limiting the inventory requirement to only 

that material not being furnished plaintiff, this order still
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required us to assign a substantial portion of our FOIPA per- 

sonnel to the processing of the subject matter of one request. 

(c) In Fellner v. U. S. Department of Justice 

(United States District Court for the Western District of 

Wisconsin, Civil Action No. 75-C-430), the court issued an 

order on peceniber 17, 1975, requiring us to review an additional 

4,000 pages per month of the voluminous material subject to . 

plaintiff's request. Because of this order we are once again 

required to devote a substantial portion of exter FOIPA personnel 

on a continuing basis to the processing of one request, to the 

detriment of all others, including plaintiff's. . os 

(8) The FBI is and has been making every reasonable,   
and sometimes extraordinary, effort to comply with the ——— i 

demande of the amemcesd! FOIA. In consideration of the present / | 

and continuing increase in the workload of the FBI in fulfillment i 

of its Congressionally-mandated investigative duties concerning | 

violations of statutes of the United States, and taking into 

account present budgetary and personnel limitations, it has 

been and continues to be an overwhelming burden for the FBI . | 

to respavid to FOIA requests with any greater speed. Of*the 

* 13,875 requests received in 1975, we were able to respond 

fully to 7,699, and as of the end of that year, were - pencemsladl 

an additional 1,004. This left a backlog of 5,172 requests 

which still required processing, preferably on the basis of 

date received to ensure fairness to all requesters. Meanwhile, 

in the first three months of this year, we have received 3,487 

additional requests, and they continue to come in at a rate 

in excess of 50 per workday. , 

(9) The sheer enormity of our administrative burden 

“can be seen when it is realized what is involved in proceseing 

each of the thousands upon thousands of requests we have received: 

(a) Upon receipt of each request, assuming the 

subject matter is reasonably identifiable, such as a named 

  



  

- individual er individuals, or a named organization or 

organizations, we initiate a search of our Central Indices, 

the result of which will indicate whether we have any files 

dealing with the subject matter of the request. In the case 

wherein we locate no record of an investigation concerning 

the subject matter of the inquiry, the requester is so advised 

at this time. If our indices search indicates that we do 

have files which might fall within the purview of the wequest, 

we so advise the requester, and then place it in . 

chronological order until we are able to initiate the actual 

processing. 

.(b) The mechanical task of. processing an FOIA 

request involves first reproducing an entire section of the..file, 

in order to review and mark for deletions or exemptions, if any; ~- 

where appropriate. From this working copy, additional copies are 

made - one for the requester and one for our own administrative 

‘control. Review consists of a line-by-Line reading, with 

“constant attention to matters which involve, among other 

constaaxations, the privacy and confidentiality of third 

parties, classified data, and other information which is 

exempt from release pursuant to the FOIA. Classified material 

must be further reviewed by Special Agent personnel with 

expertise in the substantive area to which the particular 

document pertains, who must determine if the document meets 

the current classification criteria and which poneion of the 

document is actually the part subject to classification. 

Thereafter, a determination will be made as to the release 

of any non-classified portion of the document. 

(c) This entire reviewing process is carried 

- out under the supervision of law-trained Special Agents, and 

sawuming we have located and processed material which falls 

within the subject matter of the FOIA request, this material 
” 

is subject to several succeedingly higher. levels of examination 
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“and is finally furnished to the requester over Director Kelley's 

signature. These examinations are made for the purpose of 

assuring that no material to which the requester is entitled 

is erroneously withheld, and aonifennela’, no material which 

should be withheld pursuant to the FOIA is inadvertently 

released, . - . os 

- ‘(a) The above-described procedure is followed 

without exception .in every FOIA request we receive. (Obviously, 

however, this is not necessary in those cases wherein we have 

no information concerning the subject matter of the request.) 

(10) Based on our experience to date in these matters, 

“we feel due diligence requires that the only fair way of ensuring 

that each request receives the legitimate attention it deserves 

is to process these requests in chronological. order based on 

the date of their receipt, and this is the policy we are . 

presently following. We have.been nequixed to make exceptions 

to this policy pursuant to the above-described court orders. In 

the ndt-tse-aletand future, such orders may become a vicious circle 

of self-defeating proportions, with the ultimate victims being 

those requesters whe lack the resources necessary to institute: 

legal action. It is not inconceivable that we will soon reach | 

the stage where all personnel are engaged solely in the processing 

of requests pursuant to ecust-dmposed deadlines, to the detriment 

of the rights of all other requesters. This could weil, cause 

those requesters who are able to file suit, but who thus far have 

displayed an understanding of our burdens and have waited patiently 

for their requests to be processed, to institute legal action, 

which in turn could cause more court orders requiring immediate 

processing. In view of the substantial allocations of personnel 

and finances we have already committed to FOIA and Privacy Act 

processing, given our present budgetary and personnel limitations 

and, most importantly, other statutory responsibilities, additional 

court-imposed Geadlines covld place the FBI in the position of.-



  

expending so much manpower in attempting to comply with a court 

order in one case, that we would be held in contempt of a similar 

court order in a different case. Meanwhile, as stated above, those 

requesters who have not sued would still be waiting. 

(11) We have attempted to make a preliminary estimate 

as to the amount of time required in ee to fully respond to_ 

plaintiff's FOIA request, and we have taken into consideration 

the date plaintiff's request was received, as well as the number 

of requests we had on hand awaiting processing prior to 

receipt of plaintiff's request. Caution must be exercised in 

interpreting this information, because ‘there are variables 

involved over which we have no controls Our present rate of 

processing may be further disrupted by receipt of additional 

court-imposed deadlines requiring accelerated completion of 

the processing of one request, which would require reassignment 

of more personnel to that request, thus delaying our responses 

to all others. Another peatlem is that we cannot tell exactly 

how long it will take to respond fully .to those requests. veeeived 

prior to plaintiff's, Because we do not know if each. of these . 

requests will Semele. in fairly rapid processing (because we 

do not possess an enormous amount of information responsive 

to that particular request), or a massive processing effort 

(because we have thousands of pages of material responsive 

to that particular sequedtL. Thus, kt is not possible to 

predict exactly when we will be able to initiate the precessing 

of a request, and for the same reason it is not possible to 

predict exactly when the processing will be completed. 

(127 Because of the exceptional burdens caused 

i the problems set out in this affidayit (particularly the 

  

_to the courts' initial overs, continue to occupy a substantial 

portion of our personnel), we have just recently been able 

to assign for processing those requests received in the latter 
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“part of August of 1975, many of which require a review of voluminous 

amounts of material in order to respond to them. Preliminary steps 

were undertaken in March, 1976, to ees plaintiff's FOIA request 

and to locate all records pertinent t6 that request. 

(13) Plaintiff's request is one of sixteen such 

requests for documents relating in general to the FBI's os “_— 

investigation of the assassination of President John F. tennedy, 

two of which were received prior to plaintiff's. In addition, 

and pursuant to Public Law 89-312 and subsequent directives 

of the Department of Justice, the FOIPA Section of the FBI 

has been involved in processing documents which the President's 

Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy transferred 

to the National Archives upon completion of its hearings. Three 

employees of the FOIPA Section have been involved full-time 

  

in this review for the last five months, and when it is 

completed, the response to all succeeding FOIA requests within 

this general category should be facilitated. 

(14) Plaintiff's FOIA request is directed primarily 

toward photographic materials which, unlike written documents, 

cannot be readily indexed and are therefore much more difficult 

and time consuming to retrieve from our. files. In this sense, 

the subject matter of plaintiff's request is not as readily 

‘identifiable as it would be if he were requesting only weliten 

documents. If our preliminary steps are successful in locating 

the photographs plaintiff described in his original request, 

we then anticipate being able to locate the written material 

he has requested concerning these photographs within 60 days, 

at which time we will then have responded fully to his request. 

However, if because of the problems described above in retrieving 

‘ photographic materials, we are required to review, on a page-by- 

page basis, the entire Kennedy assassination file in order to 

respond to’ plaintiff's request, the time necessary to do this 

would obviously be considerably longer than 69 days. 

- 10 - 

 



(15) For the reasons stated above, therefore, I 

anticipate that within 60 days we will either have fully responded 

to plaintiff's request, or will have a realistic estimate as 

to the length.of time necessary to respond. Despite the exceptional 

circumstances under which we are operating, we are continuing 

to do our utmost to give equal and fair treatment ‘to all a wee age 

requesters, including plaintiff. With specific reference to : 

the matter under litigation, we will make every reasonable 

and good faith effort to meet our self-imposed deadline. 

Conversely, if we are in the meantime able to accelerate our 

rate of processing despite our inexemeing burdens, we will 

of course Furnish plaintiff the material he has requested 

sooner than we now anticipate. In any event, plaintif£e's 

‘request is being handled as equitably and expeditiously as 

possible, and all material which can be released to him will 

be made available at the earliest possible date. 

   

    

SOHN E. HOt ae5 = 

Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

a 

ct 
Subscribed and Sworn to before me -this fl: day 

of Cot pif «1976-2 

o a 
—_ 4 i 

eT sete! = ae Fs * a“ fon en 
  

Notary Public 

My Commission expires Pe Dpto. 
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- J : Bernard Fensterwald, Jr. © : . Cote 

sls my oo * * 910 — loth strect, NwW. se . i | 

NL _ Washington,. D.C. , : _. : 

. - ~ * ia -223-1667 28 a a : < 

2 Pots : . august 2h, 1975 | : . 

‘Deputy Attorney General *. .. mt eae” . ° 

i Department of Justice * ae See : “27 

Washington, D.C. 20530 ° -) . 

7 “Dear sir: . af : . es . 

pote on May 2, 1972, I filed suit : agairist the Départment of 

Justice in che District Court =cr the District of Columbia (Civil 

No. 861-72) under the Freedom of Information Act {5 UsS.C. 552) 

i: . for proéuction of two photograpas taken in Mexico City circa 

“October 1, 19653, of a man mistaxen: for ‘Lee Harvey Oswaic. On 

guly 5, 1972, when the matter came to trial in Judge Geasell's 

Court, the. Department provided cropped versicns of the pictures 

rather than contest the matter further. , 

en 8 More renently, ‘Mr. ‘pavid 3 elin, ez Staz 

* to the, Warren Commission and Stati “Directo 2 Rec lle 

sO Commisgion, has revealed in corzespondence LScEs Ss 

“unidentified man" were taken on Cctoser l, + =6 15, LS63; 

oand. it..ghould be noted that in a sworn arfida cto the Warren - 

":Gommrssion, Richard Eelms indicated that ac least one other photc~ 

graph of the same “unidentified man" was taken. cn Cotcber 4, : 

- 71963. Thus,. there appear to be four dates on which photcegraphs ~ 

on ‘were, taken. *s . . 

ss SSS = = . * 2S SSS. es ee a — ss eS =. = 

Regi I wish to make a formal request under the. Freecom of . 

, Information Act for the following records in che possession of 

Fenny yor Department. 
, : 

¢ _ en. * *e * ie ans Ss ——- eo ‘s : ese - 

Sate Aap “A. 1) A copy of every photogrash taken of the 

te 3 . ‘ “unidentified man" in Mexicc, bv himself . : 

, : _- or with, others, regardless oz Gate.or place? 

(ES oy A. gadoud “St “tha aates non which each snch - 

“3 : . “SS shotegzash was : AVS soedebee Saeesel ae . 

.° 3) ad noe Son my ger e 4 
3 we RaSh : . 

mere atte es et See WEL, tnesuaLay put NUt-LimLtea Lo-altempts-to + +7 7> 

< reach a positive identifications 

. 

. . oe . . 

’ = om moment fE hth . A. 
a EXPE LA. 

. . 
a 6 « . 

conte 
. ; . - - 

 



* PD, 

Deputy. Oreeeonay General 
Augugs¢e 21 1975 4 
Paye Tvio- | so . . 

B. 1) A copy of every photograph taken of Lee 
Harvey Oswald, by himself Or with others, 
in Mexico City; ; 

es . _'2)__A-record of, tha _dates_upon..which.each_such.___.. 
photograph was thought = have been taken; 

fons 7 _3) All. agency ‘records ¥elating to the taking 
‘ : - of photogranhs of Lee Harvey Oswald in 

ow ., Mexico City; or, if no such photographs 
e .- were taken, all agency records relating 

. to the absence of such photographs in view 
of Oswald's several alleged visits to both 

: : . the Soviet and Cuban Embassies and/or 
j Lo . - | Consulates in Mexico City; 

io, ‘". , ©. 1) A copy of every photograph taken of Lae 
Harvey Oswald, by himself or with others, 

. in New Orleans in 1963,. including but not 
won, t+ Limited to Jackson Square; - : 

“a0 1. 2) “A record of the ‘dates upon ‘which each such 
~ e es .photograpvh was thought to have been taken’ 
ee and the location within New Orleans (if 

known; and | . 

Ls 3) All aganey records relating to such photo- 
PL ee graphs. . oo = 

: To avoid any problem of identification, there is.attached 
“hereto Mr. Belin's:' correspondence, as well as certain of the . 

* “pleadings in- Civil No. 861-72. Additionally, there is also attachee 
» * certewin . pages from, Philip Agee's book Inside the Company, in 
a “WALCA “he publicly details the surveillance facilities at the Soviet 

~. and Cuban installations in Mexico City at the approximate time in 
2 ee es, 

i . “eo 

-.I. shall pay all fees that are specified in the regulations 
* for search and xeproduction of the records requested. 

7 

“—--"-— Sincerely yours,’ 
Tad - . Se te et ee eee +   

   
  

a we ee — wee votee ees wr mee ay we wet . . tu. 7 eS. gh! hy 

oat oe oes ce Legis h So" 

nari eemeaaer “910 = léth 8, Wwe 
: Lo : . Washington, D.C. 20006 

BF:blf é : a , 
' Attachments 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR me DISTRICT OF COLUHBIA , 

. : Te ” Tray ‘ . . . = 

BERNARD FENSTERWALD, JR. me -- 

/Plaintif£é 3 : 
a —.i a e 

: i 3 = 
Ve cf _ a. Civil No. 851-72 

. : 7 “. sa ; 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ‘12-0 =n “ 

Defendant : - : 

   
¢., . 3 

re os a oT a 

PLAINTiF2'S MOTION FOR SUsMARY JUDGMENT 

i 
Pursuant to Federal Rules of Civl 2=c- Rule 56 of the 

ii es 

    

the Ccurs Sc “pia: ti£5 moves 

of 
sumaary judgment in its favor on the ground that the material 

‘facts, as to unde, there is no genuine “issue, shew that > 

  

law. 

‘Gdenciziable recozé 
ete et   * é- 

Fequests for the disclosure of certain 

  

within the control of De fendant. Plainsifs's request ss 

xized by -Public Laws 89-487 and 30-23 be th ecdified in 5 U.S.5. 
i : 

  
§52, and Defendant has. exiyea en Blacioss seid receszés. Tne 

undisputed facts do not previde any basis Sez sust aLKess Dssac- 

dant's failure to disclose, -anda defenéant, who has the duscan :: 

proof, should be, enjoined from refusing to @isclose the 

. 

  

in question. 
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See *. # 
. . . a ‘ : 3 

% » BA —, a i 
- 

x 7 

go: 

- b 
. . . oP 

a 8 1 oe we cetiy os a : ike 
. 2 af * 3 

«= , * “Retached to this motion and in support thereof is a 

. _ Statement of Material Facts, as to which movant concends there 

. . . is no genuin2 issue, and a Memorandua of Boints and Autherities. 

i , : . . é : _ BERNARD PLNSTEQUALD, Jl. 
i . + : _ Seg * 605 16th st., M..i. 
x & ee, : . a Tt ERE eo Washingten, D.C. 
; s : : - . . Tel: 347-3919 
3 : . St ’ Pro 5e¢ 
; = . a ot = :” 

Lf . . . ‘ 

oo gue - . ma . This is to certify that a copy of the foregoing motion . 

i i : #6 TN of plaintifzi for .Summary Judgment with attached “statement es 

* fog 2 a || Material Facts and Memorandum of Points and Authorities was . 

} -.of . oo, Oo _- mailed, postege prepaid, this -_ day of ‘, 1972, | 

< . : wee" . to Mr. Harold Titus, U.S. Attorney, U.S. Court House, tiashingts 
. ot ‘. : . . : vee 

“e° . : 3 s : D.C., and the Honorable Richard Kleindienst, Acting Attorney 

   
     

  

      

  

  

  
—. :. : ., General of the United States, Doogartment of ‘Justice, Washingtecn 

. ° -Dece Le omg 
exc : ‘ - . : 

° . = et 8 . ~ : 

. ° . * . . ‘. 

e et . . * . . . os = : : ES . 

Se op wees a - rr ee eee BSRSARD- FENSTERVALO SR -— 

3 : 

= . e 4, . . o 

° . ‘ « s . oy . . 
~ ° . . . 

@ . *. * % @ : ‘ 

mar yt 7 . * * - - 

. - ses ov gt seen = oe wee ete 

s - ates - ee . 

é s . ‘ — : 

= <> = aes = Uo vst SSeS = If => 

at ° 7 

. - = =e — — - s < eae 2 oes 

mecca ww : x rb : 
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et . * Gs . 29 eon Pa Yt 

Devaty Attornoy General 
Augugce¢ 21 1975 
Paye: Two - , 

We . : . ee . . 2 

B. 1) A copy of every photograph taken of Lee 
, Harvey Oswald, by himself (OK with others, 

in Mexico city; 

  

een __2)._ A. recor, of the dates_upon which. each_such_ 
Po, . phoograph was thought to have been taken; 

f ee e 3) All agency ‘records relating, to the taking 
. . ‘- o£ photographs of Lee Harvey Oswald in 

a . Mexico City; or, if no such photographs 
- . were taken, all agency records relating 

an to the absence of such photographs in view 

of Oswald's several alleged visits to -both 
4 2 _ the Soviet and Cuban Embassies and/or tor - 

j 2 ' Consulates in Mexico city; Tote: 

c. 1) A copy of every photograph taken of Lee 
Harvey Oswald, by himself or with others, 

: - in New Orleans in 1963,. including but not 
Poot wos... °+ Limited to Jackson Square; - . . 
3 * .t - ¢ . 

Poo. Sao ee 2) “A record of the dates upon ‘which each such 
a ee .photogravh was thought to have been taken’ 

en ee and the locaticn within New galeatt Lf 
i Lou ke known; and | ts oy * 

“ -. %s ** ° : 
. .? : 3) All omar records relating to such photo-~ 

oot SEBPHS» « oot 2. 

  

‘ To avoid any problem of ideneizieation, there is.attached 
“hereto Mr. Belin's’' correspondence, as well as certain of the ; 
“:pleadings in Civil No. 861-72. Additionally, there is also attachea 

» +* certein . pages £rom. Philip Agee's book Inside the Comoanv, in 
“2 “which “he publicly details the surveillance facilities at the Soviet 

*and Cuban installations in Mexico City at the approximate time in 
2 “question. . 
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.E shall pay all fees that are specified in the véquilaions 
€or seurch and Rep LSE of the records ReGOSeted. 

=e scents yours,’ 
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. os . .  Mashington, D.C. 20006 
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